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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which of the following is a way to protect server operating
systems from a short term contractor?
A. Limited logon hours
B. Mantraps
C. Rack doors
D. Biometric devices
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
DRAG DROP
Drag and drop the channel lists on the left onto the
corresponding UNII bands on the right, as applicable in the
new-B Regulatory Domain for US. Not allow options are used.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation:
http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/td/docs/wireless/controller/techno
tes/83/b_cisco_aironet_series_2800_3800_access_point_deployment_guid
e/b_cisco_aironet_s
eries_2800_3800_access_point_deployment_guide_chapter_01011.pdf
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Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 4
MPLS LDP was configured on two Cisco IOS XR routers, but LDP
was not established. Which two issues may cause this problem?
(Choose two.)
A. MPLS LDP is always enabled by default in Cisco IOS XR.
B. The interface has not been placed under the MPLS LDP
configuration.

C. The access list is configured to block TCP port 646.
D. MPLS LDP has not been placed under the interface
configuration.
E. The access list is configured to block TCP port 711.
Answer: B,C
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